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San Andres Island, Seaflower Destination 

Summary: 

Adorned by 7 colors of the sea, a Raizal ethnic group with unique culture, traditions, language and 
identity in the world awaits you in the archipelago of San Andrés, Providencia and Santa Catalina, 
where you can enjoy the natural wealth, crystal clear and warm waters (28ºC ), visibility from 30 to 
40 meters and the third largest coral reef barrier in the world. Its gastronomy loaded with 
traditional flavors mixed with contemporary fusions will delight your palate and rhythms such as 
calypso, mazurka, reggae and dance hall, among others, will mark the beat of your steps. White 
beaches, colorful architecture, history, culture, adventure, diving and activities typical of love for 
the world such as coral gardening, will be within your reach and you will create unforgettable 
experiences and memories. 

The community: Descendants of English settlers and African slaves, the Raizal community is an 
ethnic group from the archipelago of San Andrés, Providencia and Santa Catalina, unique in 
Colombia and the world. Their language, Creole English, is a mixture of their African roots, English 
spoken by settlers in colonial times, Spanish, and French and Dutch grammatical influences. Mostly 
practitioners of the Baptist and Adventist religions, they preserve the care of modesty and 
conservation of tradition. His authentic musical rhythms are mixtures of calypso, chotis, waltz, 
mazurka, reggae, dance hall, among others, with great exponents both in composition of lyrics and 
sounds. 

Travel: 

You can arrive to San Andrés around noon, on various flights from the main cities of Colombia such 
as Bogotá, Medellín, Cartagena, Cali, Barranquilla, among others, or internationally on direct flights 
from Miami-USA (AA) or Panama (COPA) . The San Andres Island airport code is ADZ. Once you 
register (check-in) at the airport of origin, you must pay the tourist tax with an approximate value 
of USD$35 per person. 

Suggested flights:  

AVIANCA: 12TH SEPTEMBER - Bog-Adz Departure 8:55am, 11:20am or 01:54 pm Arrival: 
11.12am,  01:37pm or 04:06pm 

AVIANCA 14TH SEPTEMBER     Adz-Bog Departure: 02:22pm  or 05:20 pm Arrival: 04:28 pm or 
07:30pm 

*Flight will be selected according to best availability for dates requested.  

Paradis de Colors - Local Provider 

Paradis de colors is the result of a deep love for the ocean and the underwater world, the culture, 
traditions, community and natural wealth of Colombia. We are a travel agency that promotes 
regenerative, sustainable, conscious and low-impact tourism in the country. We connect 
communities, their proposals to share their knowledge, traditions, territories and experiences, with 
visitors, allowing them to discover memorial experiences. 
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Maximum group size: 10 passengers. 

Day 1. Arriving at the destination and Discovering the history of colonial times 

Once you land at the destination you will be greeted with a warm welcome. Our staff will transfer 
you to the selected hotel in private vehicles with a capacity of 4 to 6 passengers. Beforehand, we 
will consult with the attendees about their level of vaccination and comfort. Passengers may 
request private transportation with an additional charge. 

After check in at your selected hotel, our local guides will take you on a city tour to places as 
traditional as they are historical, such as the First Baptist Church of the island, whose role 
determined the end of the era of the English colony in the islands. and facilitated the emancipation 
of the slaves in the region, the botanical garden where the species of native flora, fruit and 
ornamental trees of the islands are found, the white beaches of San Luis with their traditional 
landscape and friendly natives, and the historical museum The Persistance where you can share 
with the pirate Morgan or the Island House Museum where you can learn about island traditions 
and their regional characteristics. 

You will enjoy a quiet dinner at the hotel and you will know the details of the itinerary for later 
days. You will rest easy from the long journey. 

Day 2.  Seven colors tour 

Breakfast: Fresh tropical fruits, a variety of local breads, soft and fragrant Colombian coffee, 
chocolate or tea, accompanied by eggs of your choice will allow you to start the day full of energy. 

After a light breakfast, you will be transferred to live an experience from another world by doing 
the Scuba diving activity in the third largest coral reef barrier in the world. If you are living your 
first time, you will receive a short training with a professional diving instructor, you will become 
familiar with the Scuba diving equipment, you will learn the basic skills to enjoy a safe dive, you will 
carry out a practice in shallow water and when you are ready you will dive for approximately 30 to 
45 minutes in the crystal clear waters of our sea to discover a variety of colorful fish, corals, 
anemones, sponges and a variety of species that make up coral reefs. You will discover a new world 
without leaving the planet, and your senses will be activated at their maximum expression. The 
average temperature of the water is 28ºC throughout the year, so you can carry out the activity 
with your usual swimsuit or sun protection clothing. 

If you have any diving certification, you will be transferred to live a double diving experience 
according to your skills and knowledge, where you can visit coral reefs, deep dives, giant sponges, 
shipwrecks, caves and more. San Andrés will surprise you with its visibility of 30 to 40 meters and 
clear waters, vibrant colors and coral reefs available from 2 mt. deep.  

*You can also leave your legacy by participate in the Seaflower Coral gardening experience by 
learning from environmental instructors from local foundations about the restoration of coral reefs 
and their importance to our ecosystem and the world. In addition, you will be able to plant a coral 
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in our sea of  seven colors leaving your contribution to the world and transforming your being. This 
activity might be included by an extra fee.  

At the end of the happy bubbles you will taste a delicious lunch at a beach restaurant where the 
flavors of sea and land are presented to your choice. Relax during the afternoon and night.  

Native CocoArt: You will live an evening full of art, joy and Kriol culture where native artisans will 
teach you how to weave coconut palms into hats, baskets, birds, fish or more, learning about the 
history and cultural heritage of the Caribbean region. The crafts made will accompany you back 
home. Duration of the activity: 2 hours. Materials included 

Day 3. Exploring and saying goodbye to the Seaflower paradise.  

Optional 5:30 a.m. to 9:00 a.m.: You will start the day with the sun's rays rising on the horizon, 
while you sail aboard a catamaran sailboat with sails flapping in the wind, you will cross the bay 
until you reach an cay of white beaches and crystal clear waters , with multicolored fish and 
beautiful corals. The warm waters of the sea will shelter you while you dive into crystal clear 
waters of seven colors. 

Breakfast at native lodging: You will arrive at a native house where its owner will offer you a 
typical breakfast of Raizal traditions. Fresh fruit, accompanied by a hot drink, island breads or 
cookies based on coconut milk and stories of native families. A comforting and ethnic experience. 

Later, you will enjoy the day off, and you can schedule additional activities or relax quietly on the 
white beaches of the island. You will be transferred to the local airport  2 hours before your flight to 
continue your trip. This shuttle will be carried out in taxi-type vehicles with a capacity of 4 to 6 
people according to the request of the participants. 

 

* 
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Itinerary proposal 

Day 1. Airport shuttle at flight arrival of every passenger.  Island TAX ($35 USD) not included. 

3:00pm. Historical city tour  

7:30pm Dinner at your hotel. 

Day 2.  

7:00 am till 9:00 am. Breakfast at hotel. 

9:00 am – 2:00 pm Transfer by land, Seaflower diving experience. (Begginers and Certified Divers). 
Specific health restrictions. Please fill the Diver medical – Participant Questionnary 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RjbB4aMhv6T7qs4G50EdAsDLUgiisadj/view?usp=sharing 

 *Seaflower coral gardening experience to leave your legacy might be programed during 
double dive experience for an extra fee of $129 USD per person.  

2:00 pm – 5:00m Lunch at beach restaurant Not restrictions. 

7:00pm – 9:00pm. Dinner and Native CocoArt experience at hotel.  

Day 3.   

Optional: 5:30am Transfer by land to Chameys Nautica.  

5:30 am – 9:00 am Sunrise regatta (Not included - Price per person $54.99 USD)  

9:00 am – 10:00 Breakfast at hotel. 

Option 2 

9:00 am .- 12:00 m Breakfast at native lodging 

12:00 m .Free time for extra activities (Need to be programed in advance) and Airport Shuttle 
according to flight itinerary of participants.   
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ADDITIONAL EXPERIENCES: 

1. Parasail: On board a speedboat you will be raised in a parachute to 100 meters high, from 
where you will see the 7 colors of the sea and local landscapes such as the islands of Acuario 
and Haynes Cay, the internal bay of San Andrés with its tourist boats , fishing and cargo, the 
coastline adorned with palm trees and mangrove forests. Adrenaline and adventure in a 15-
minute flight accompanied by boat navigation enjoying the flight of the other participants. 
Duration: 1:30hr aprox. 

2. Ecofiwi: You will explore the calm waters of the Old Point Regional Park, sailing aboard a 
kayak with a transparent bottom. The local guides will show you the native species of fish, 
starfish, inverted jellyfish, among others, and will tell you about the properties and 
importance of the mangrove trees and, as a whole, this valuable coastal marine ecosystem. 
You will finish the activity tasting a refreshing local drink and you will try typical island 
snacks. Maximum weight per person 90Kg. Duration 2:30Hr aprox. 

3. Ecosystemic Mosaiko: Accompanied by an environmental instructor, you will tour for 3 
hours the marine-coastal ecosystems such as mangroves, seagrasses and corals, you will 
learn about their relationship, how they interact and the symbiosis between the marine 
species that inhabit it. You will enjoy immersing yourself in the calm waters of the bay 
discovering, with the use of the mask and snorkel, the colorful fish, corals and seagrasses. 
The crystal clear waters will allow you to enjoy a bath full of knowledge and love. This 
activity takes place aboard a boat with local captains. Duration: 3hr.  

4. Snorkeling in the barrier reef: Corals of various species, sponges, stingrays, multicolored 
fish, sea turtles, among others, will welcome you to the third largest barrier reef in the 
world. You will arrive in a short boat ride to Little Reef or El Trono and guided by our 
experts and protectors of the ocean you will immerse yourself in the warm waters of San 
Andrés and enjoy spotting the local species. The water temperature is 28ºC on average, and 
visibility of 40mt will allow you to enjoy with tranquility and safety. The approximate 
duration of the activity is 1:30hr. 

5. Seaflower coral gardening  Experience – (for certified divers): You will immerse yourself 
in an underwater adventure learning from coral gardeners the trade of coral reef 
restoration. You will learn to identify the species that live in the reef, the importance of 
coral reefs as the lungs of the world, you will visit and take care of the coral nurseries where 
the growing coral fragments are housed and you will leave your legacy by planting a coral in 
the Seaflower Biosphere reserve’s coral reef under restoration process, transforming your 
life and the life of local communities.  
You will make two scuba dives in San Andrés, accompanied by an environmental instructor, 
you will receive the necessary materials for the experience, and you will obtain a certificate 
of participation recognizing your contribution to the restoration of the Seaflower Biosphere 
Reserve. Duration: 4 hours. 
 

6. Seaflower coral gardening Experience – (for begginer divers): You will immerse yourself 
in an underwater adventure learning from coral gardeners the trade of coral reef 
restoration. You will learn with your diving instructor the basics for a safe dive and our 
environmental instructors will teach you to identify the species that live in the reef, the 
importance of coral reefs as the lungs of the world, and how they care of the coral nurseries 
where the growing coral fragments are housed for a posterior planting coral process in the 
Seaflower Biosphere reserve’s coral reef under restoration, transforming your life and the 
life of local communities. You will make two scuba dives in San Andrés, accompanied by a 
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professional diving instructor and an environmental instructor. You will receive the 
necessary gear for the experience, and you will obtain a certificate of participation 
recognizing your contribution to the restoration of the Seaflower Biosphere Reserve. 
Duration: 4 hours. 

 

7. Private boat tour through the bay of San Andrés: You will enjoy touring the bay of the 7 
colors aboard a private boat. The captain will suggest a tour of the mangroves, white waters, 
seagrasses, barrier reef and islands of Aquarium and Haynes Cay. Duration from 10am to 
4pm. Boats available from 6 to 17 passengers, boat, pontoon or yacht. 
 
 

8. Caribbean Night: You will enjoy a night full of island culture and musical tradition. Musical 
artists of national and international stature will play their musical instruments and delight 
with their voices and Caribbean rhythms loaded with Calypso, Soka, Reggae, Chottiz, Dance 
Hall, among others. The activity takes place at Paradise Farm, Cove sector. A proposal from 
the Raizal Indigenous Musicians Movement / RIMM / Kriolmyuuzik. Estimated duration 3 
hours on thursdays. (8 to 11pm) 
 

9. Sunrise regatta: You will start the day with the sun's rays rising on the horizon, while 
sailing aboard a catamaran sailboat with sails flapping in the wind, you will cross the bay 
until you reach an islet of white beaches and crystal clear waters, with multicolored fish and 
beautiful corals. The warm waters of the sea will shelter you while you dive into crystal 
clear waters of 7 colors. Start of the activity 5:30 am. 
 
 

10. Sunset Regatta: The sunset over the sea will be your companion crossing the sea of seven 
colors. You will sail aboard a catamaran sailboat guided by the calm waters of the bay until 
you reach an islet of white beaches and crystal clear waters, with multicolored fish and 
beautiful corals. The warm waters of the sea will shelter you while you dive into crystal 
clear waters and the pink and orange tones of the sky will bid you farewell on your return. 
Duration of the activity 2 hours. Start of the activity 4:30pm. 
 

11. Group discovery Scuba Diving  experience by boat: You will enjoy an experience of 
discovering the underwater world at the hands of our diving instructors, aboard a boat 
equipped for the activity. You will carry out a basic training on land, later you will move to 
practice and familiarize yourself with the scuba equipment in shallow waters and finally 
you will arrive at one of our low difficulty dive sites to make a 30 to 40 minute dive and 
enjoy spotting the majesty of our marine species such as stingrays, corals and multicolored 
fish, sponges and more. At the end you will return to the pier and you will be free to rest. 
Approximate duration of the activity: 3 hours. Restriction: Must be done at least 12 hours 
before the flight. You cannot dive the same day that you will take the flight out of San 
Andres. Not having had surgeries, covid, or other respiratory diseases in the 6 months prior 
to the experience. *Experience available from 8 years of age in the company of parents or 
guardians. 
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12. Group double diving experience (certified divers) by boat: You will enjoy a double diving 
experience aboard a boat equipped for the activity. Our local guides will take you to 2 dive 
sites according to the level of difficulty that you can live with your experience and previous 
training. You will arrive at the first dive point to make the deep dive, with an approximate 
duration of 30 to 40 minutes, and later, during a short journey, you will arrive at the second 
dive point of less difficulty, to make the second dive. You will enjoy spotting the majesty of 
our marine species such as stingrays, corals and multicolored fish, sponges and more. At the 
end you will return to the pier and you will be free to rest. Approximate duration of the 
activity: 3 hours. Restriction: Must be done at least 18 hours before the flight. You cannot 
dive the same day that you will take the flight out of San Andres. Equipment: The basic 
scuba equipment is included in the activity. Diving computer, photography equipment or 
others are not included. 
 
 

13. Private discovery Scuba diving  experience by shore: Before your experience you will see 
an introductory video to the Scuba diving experience. Our collaborators will pick you up at 
the hotel from where your experience begins. You will enjoy a short road trip until you 
reach the point where your instructor awaits you. You will do basic training on diving 
equipment and basic skills to develop the experience. Later you will familiarize yourself 
with the equipment in shallow waters, and slowly begin the dive to discover the magical 
underwater world. For 30 to 45 minutes you will live the majesty of our marine species 
such as stingrays, corals and multicolored fish, sponges and more. At the end you will be 
transferred back to the hotel and you will be free to rest. Approximate duration of the 
activity: 3 hours. Restriction: Must be done at least 12 hours before the flight. You cannot 
dive the same day that you will take the flight out of San Andrés. They must be in good 
health. Not having had surgeries, covid, or other respiratory diseases in the 6 months prior 
to the experience. *Experience available from 8 years of age in the company of parents or 
guardians. You must bring a towel. 
 

14. Private double diving experience (certified divers) by shore: Our collaborators will pick 
you up at the hotel from where your experience begins. You will enjoy a short road trip until 
you reach the point where your instructor awaits you. Our local guides will take you to 2 
dive sites according to the level of difficulty that you can live with your experience and 
previous training. You will arrive at the first dive point to do the deep dive, with an 
approximate duration of 40 minutes to 50 minutes, and later you will hydrate and rest the 
surface interval, to discover a second dive point of less difficulty. You will make a second 
dive according to your previously established diving plan with our local guides. You will 
enjoy spotting the majesty of our marine species such as stingrays, corals and multicolored 
fish, sponges and more. At the end you will be transferred back to the hotel and you will be 
free to rest. Approximate duration of the activity: 3 hours. Restriction: Must be done at least 
18 hours before the flight. You cannot dive the same day that you will take the flight out of 
San Andres. Equipment: The basic scuba equipment is included in the activity. Diving 
computer, photography equipment or others are not included. *Experience available from 8 
years of age in the company of parents or guardians with diving certification. You must 
bring a towel. 
 

15. Native CocoArt: You will live an evening full of art, joy and Kriol culture where native 
artisans will teach you how to weave coconut palms into hats, baskets, birds, fish or more, 
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learning about the history and cultural heritage of the Caribbean region. The crafts made 
will accompany you back home. Duration of the activity: 2 hours. Materials included. 
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Rates for group Minimum 6 passengers - Maximum 10 passengers.: 

amcmanus
Typewritten text
We suggest this trip for people with good health and movility conditions. Activities might beavailable for people with restricted movility as well, but it is not as comfortable as should be. Links to hotel webpages: Arena Blanca Hotel: https://www.hotelarenablanca.com.co/Cocoplum Beach Hotel: https://www.cocoplumhotel.com/
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Experiences
Quantity of 
passengers Price per person

Parasail 1 54.99$                                     
Ecofiwi 1 39.99$                                     
Ecosystemic Mosaiko Minimum 2 179.99$                                  
Snorkeling in the 
barrier reef 1 34.99$                                     
Seaflower Experience – 
(for certified divers) : 1 184.99$                                  
Seaflower Experience – 
(for begginer divers) 1 184.99$                                  
Private boat tour 
through the bay of San 
Andrés Minimum 2 99.99$                                     
Caribbean Night 1 34.99$                                     
Sunrise regatta 
(transfer included) 1 54.99$                                     
Sunset Regatta  
(transfer included) 1 54.99$                                     
Group - Discovery 
Scuba Diving 
experience by boat : 1 75.99$                                     
Group double diving 
experience (certified 
divers) by boat 1 75.99$                                     
Private discovery Scuba 
diving  experience by 
shore 1 75.99$                                     
Private double diving 
experience (certified 
divers) by shore 1 75.99$                                     
Native CocoArt Minimum 2 25.90$                                     
*Transfer from hotels to activities are not included.

Flat price per Experiences in USD

 

In order to clarify any information or proceed to book the Seaflower Destination Experience, we are 
open to hear and answer any question. 

Sincerely,  

 

Carolina Vanegas Moreno 

CEO – Paradis de Colors 

Phone number: +573187652459 

reservas@paradisdecolors.com 


